Thanks to the Internet, the world seems next door, visually present with colorful diversity and anguishing troubles. In reality, the world is next door as neighborhoods change with new languages spoken, different faith practices and restaurant flavors distinct and different. What is the way ahead to a new respectful and vibrant community? Who are the leaders opening up the way to peace?

Come to Rolling Ridge’s 3rd Annual Peace Conference and hear a clear voice for living together in peace and harmony: Imam Suhaib Webb.

**An Autumn Conference on Peace-making, Earth Tending and Inter-Faith Reverence.**

*Wednesday, October 30, 2013 at 6pm*

**VEGETARIAN DINNER** in the Lakeside Gallery Dining room with Imam Suhaib at 6pm; Reservations: $20
Public Address at 7:30 (NO CHARGE)

FOR DINNER RESERVATIONS: CALL 978-682-8815 OR RESERVE ON LINE AT WWW.ROLLINGRIDGE.ORG

Please check with Rolling Ridge to see if overnight accommodations are available after the evening to create a Sabbath experience for you.

Sponsored in Part by Merrimack Valley People for Peace, and Jim & Mary Todd, Merrimack College Center for Jewish, Christian Muslim Studies, Padraic O’Hare Family.